
Hello! My name is Maggie Stucko (she/her/hers) and I’m a current sophomore and biology
major. I am a course embedded tutor for general biology, BIO102. I have a strong passion for
biology as well as helping others so tutoring gives me a meaningful opportunity to combine two
of my passions as well as help my peers to succeed!

A typical tutoring appointment with me might look something like this:
● Writing out ideas and drawing pictures of concepts together on whiteboards coupled with

out loud explanations of them to deeply understand them
● Going through practice problems together
● Answering any clarifying questions you may have about class content or class

assignments
● Working on some other class skills such as how to take good notes in biology and

specific study practices to succeed in this class

My goal as a course embedded tutor is to help you reach proficiency on several different
biological concepts through being someone to bounce ideas off of and push you in the right
direction ultimately through all of the knowledge you currently have and all the resources you
have access to! I want to also assist you in the overall success of general biology! I recognize
that general biology is challenging and consists of a lot of overwhelming information but my goal
is to help you sort through all of the concepts and become comfortable with them to make
biology something interesting and less overwhelming for you!

For general biology, professors I have worked with include Alvey, Bolivar, Haywood, Schwend
and Walker.

I will be available every Wednesday at 3:00-5:30pm, located in room 201 at Ames library or by
zoom, as well as by specific appointment if you are unable to attend that time! Feel free to reach
out to me through email, mstucko@iwu.edu! I’m super excited to work with you! :)
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